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Good morning. My name is Jonathan Morgan. I'm a design researcher on the central 

Research team at Wikimedia. Today I'm going to present to you some ongoing work focused 

on improving the way Wikimedia develops software tools, products, and resources that 

utilize machine learning.

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Ethical_and_human-centered_AI


Goal: Improve AI product development

Help the Wikimedia Foundation...

● Leverage AI capabilities to achieve our strategic goals

● Align our decisions with our values: e.g. what we build, how we build it, how we 
define success (and failure)

● Avoid unintended consequences that undermine our goals, values, the quality of 
Wikipedia, the efforts of its contributors, or the trust of its readers

● Make informed decisions including about difficult tradeoffs

● Continue to learn and evolve

meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Ethical_AI 

The overall goal of this project is to understand how Wikimedia can use ML or "AI" 
technologies to further strategic goals like making high quality information available in 
hundreds of languages, while avoiding unintended consequences that could undermine those 
goals. My intent is to help our organization leverage the benefits of machine learning 
technologies, while assuring that the product decisions we make are aligned with our values, 
that we make well-informed choices and tradeoffs, and that we nurture a capacity to 
continuously to learn, improve, and evolve our processes to keep pace with the technological 
landscape, new research, emerging industry best practices, and regulations.

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Ethical_AI

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Ethical_and_human-centered_AI


Guiding question

What would a Minimum Viable Process for ethical AI at Wikimedia look like? 

Given our...

● free-culture mission and open-source ethos

● organizational processes and practices

● relatively small size

● shared governance of Wikipedia

The overall guiding question for the project is "what would a minimum viable process" for 
ethical AI product development look like in an organization like Wikimedia, given the features 
of our organization and our movement that set us apart from other technology companies. 
Features such as our free culture ethos and mission, our current processes and practices for 
developing software, the relatively small size of our product org, and our shared governance 
over Wikipedia with the volunteer communities that create and curate the content.



Wikimedia’s AI Products

● ML-driven applications software and hardware with user interfaces

● Machine learning models & their supporting code and documentation

● ML platforms public APIs; hosting & integration infrastructure  for models

● Public datasets used for training ML models

These features of our organization and movement directly shape the kinds of products we 
build and release. For example, in most technology companies the primary kind of "AI 
product" is some piece of software or hardware that has a user interface, a freestanding 
product like a Amazon Echo or a product feature like Facebook's newsfeed. Many technology 
companies will only "release" these kinds of AI products, with the possible addition of ML 
platforms if they're in a service business. The models themselves and the underlying data are 
closely guarded intellectual property. But Wikimedia is as an open source software and open 
data company, so all of the elements in the AI technology stack are public, and are therefore 
AI products in their own right--from the source code for the machine learning models we 
develop, the public web APIs and machine learning as a service infrastructure that allow 
people to develop tools and perform research with those models, and the datasets we use to 
train them. Even the purpose-built tools and interfaces we use to label the training data.

Because they're all public, each of these types of AI product can be used for a variety of 
intended and unintended purposes, separately or in combination with other AI products, 
within or outside of our particular technological ecosystem. These combinations create a 
truly dizzying number of ethical implications.



Ethical AI principles

1. Fair

2. Transparent

3. Accountable

The core ethical AI principles of fairness, transparency, and accountability give us a general 

idea of what we need to shoot for, and what’s at stake different phases of product 

development: planning, development, deployment, and maintenance. But applying these 

principles to a specific product development contexts at a particular company can be a 

challenge. 



Ethical AI principles

1. Fair

2. Transparent

3. Accountable

There's a great deal of the guidance on how to "do" ethical AI out there, most of it developed 

over the past 3-5 years. In my experience, it tends to be either too broad or too specific to be 

actionable in an industry context: the main types I've seen are high-level policy and position 

statements that articulate what these principles mean and why they are important, 

retrospective case studies of AI products gone wrong, formal mathematical models of 

fairness, etc, and empirical evaluations of specific models or datasets.



Ethical AI principles

1. Fair

2. Transparent

3. Accountable

? ?

 What's missing so far is concrete guidance on how to adapt and integrate these principles, 

cases, models, and findings to an organization’s existing product development workflows, 

synthesize them into design patterns to inform the development of AI product interfaces and 

documentation, or inform decision-making around prioritization and trade-offs.



Ethical AI principles
Industry best practices
Empirical research 

Process improvements
Design patterns
Evaluation techniques

So one of the things I've been grappling with over the past year or so is how to distill the 

wealth of guidance on ethical AI drawn from whatever literature I can find into a suite of 

process improvements, design patterns, and evaluation methods that work for Wikimedia.



Process proposals: Identify general categories of ethical AI 
design & development guidance via a literature review

Risk scenarios: Characterize specific risks and trade-offs 
grounded in Wikimedia’s unique AI product context

meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Ethical_AI 

So far, I've taken an approach that is both top down and bottom up. This approach is 

described in detail in a white paper I published earlier this year called "Ethical & Human 

Centered AI". On the top-down side, I've identified a set of what I call proposals that cover 

some of the major pieces of actionable guidance for improving our product development 

process in order to support ethical outcomes, distilled from the relevant literature. On the 

bottom-up side, I've developed a set of six scenarios that describe unintended consequences 

which could potentially be avoided by adopting the proposals, each of which is anchored in a 

Wikimedia-specific AI product context.

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Ethical_and_human-centered_AI


Proposals

AI product development process

1. Checklists & impact assessments

2. Prototyping & user testing

3. Piloting & evaluation metrics

AI product design

4. Interpretable models & dataset documentation

5. UI explanations & user control

6. Auditing & feedback mechanisms

The proposals fall into two types: in the first category are recommendations for activities 

Wikimedia can perform during our design and development process, like developing 

ethics-focused checklists and piloting all products before committing to full-scale or 

long-term deployment. In the secong category are design patterns or product features that 

we should adopt, like using interpretable models and providing product-specific mechanisms 

for auditing and feedback.



Scenarios

Short vignettes that describes the release of an AI product, and its impacts (positive and 
negative)

● Concrete

● Realistic

● Generative

The second technique I’ve been using to help identify ethical AI requirements for Wikimedia 

from the bottom up is developing scenarios, short vignettes that describe the release of an 

AI-driven product, and its impacts (both positive and negative). I've tried to design these 

scenarios to be concrete, realistic, and generative. Concrete because they describe specific 

products with a defined audience, purpose, and context; realistic in that the choice of 

product, its goals, and the unintended consequences highlighted in the scenario are all 

plausible given Wikimedia's goals and our prior knowledge about potential characteristics 

and impacts of related AI technologies. And generative so that they can serve as shared 

artifacts that faciliate discussion of risks, tradeoffs, assumptions, and remediations that are 

salient to people with different roles and backgrounds and are potentially relevant to other 

AI product contexts as well. 



Scenarios

1. Reinforcing gender bias in content recommendation

2. Introducing cultural bias in reading recommendations

3. Community disruption through machine translation

4. Impacts of automated draft quality classification on diversity

5. Transparency and recourse in vandalism detection

6. Accountability for consequences of external re-use of labelled data

The six scenarios I describe in the white paper cover a range of potential unintended 

consequences related to different AI products Wikimedia develops, or that it might want to 

develop in future.



Scenarios

1. Reinforcing gender bias in content recommendation

2. Introducing cultural bias in reading recommendations

3. Community disruption through machine translation

4. Fairness and diversity impacts of quality classification

5. Transparency and recourse  in vandalism detection

6. Accountability for consequences of external re-use

Today in the interest of time I'm going to focus on a single scenario.



Questions for each scenario

1. Could we have anticipated this outcome before we built and deployed the product?

2. Could we have identified this outcome, before or after deployment?

3. Could we have achieved this goal in a way that entirely avoided this possibility?

4. Can we think of other AI products where similar issues might arise?

As we go through the scenario, I encourage you to keep the following questions in mind:

1. How could Wikimedia have anticipated the negative outcome implicated in the 

scenario before we developed and deployed the product?

2. How could we have identified this negative outcome, before or after we deployed 

the product?

3. How could we have achieved the goal of the product while avoiding the negative 

outcome?

4. What are some other cases where this kind of outcome is a real risk?



Scenario 1
Reinforcing gender bias in Wikipedia biographies

First, a quick background on the scenario. Roughly 60-80% of articles on English Wikipedia 
are very short, and in many cases incomplete--meaning there's a substantial amount of 
relevant information about the article topic out there in the world somewhere which is not 
currently included in the article. 



Here's an example of one of those so-called "stub" articles, this one about the Belgian artist 
Alice Frey. You can see that it's only a few paragraphs long, and contains very little 
information about the artists' work.



Contrast this with the article about a roughly contemporaneous Swiss artist Alice Bailly. This 
article has lots of information, which you can see in the list of sections in this screenshot. 
Section headings like these serve as guideposts for content on Wikipedia articles. They not 
only provide a more navigable overall structure for the reader, they also reflect a kind of 
consensus about the kinds of information that is relevant for an article on a particular topic. 
So for example, more complete biographical articles like these will often contain a mix of 
sections related to both the personal and professional lives of the subject.

Another virtue of section headers is that they reflect somewhat regular patterns that can be 

leveraged by machine learning models. And in fact, Wikimedia has recently developed a 

model that predicts which sections a given stub article "should" have, based on the existing 

section headings and other textual characteristics of similar articles.



One practical use of a model like this, in an AI product context, is an interface that surfaces 

"recommended" sections to editors when they are editing a particular article. The screenshot 

above shows a conceptual mockup of what this kind of interface might look like.



Goals

● Increase content quality

● help new editors learn-by-doing

Measures of success

● Overall growth in average article 
size

● Improved within-topic consistency

● increased new editor retention

From a product perspective, introducing a feature like section recommendations to 
Wikipedia could have several plausible goals: for example, a goal of increasing overall content 
quality across Wikipedia by encouraging people to expand incomplete articles; as well as 
improving the overall consistency in the structure and coverage of articles on the same topic. 
A feature like this could also potentially increase retention among new editors, a perennial 
problem for Wikipedia, by providing an engaging and educational contribution opportunity 
for new editors who might otherwise be unsure about how to add to articles that need 
improvement.



Scenario 1
Wikimedia builds a section 
recommendation widget to help 
editors expand stub articles. 

The underlying recommender model 
learns that biographies of women 
tend to have sections with titles like 
“Personal life” and “Family”, while 
biographies of men have sections like 
“Career” and “Awards and honors”. 

It makes section recommendations 
based on what it has learned.

Personal life

Influences

Family

Later life

Early career

Education

Artistic style

So imagine that Wikimedia builds this AI product, and it becomes popular among new editors 
and is widely used. The section recommendation model, trained on the corpus of sections in 
existing biographical articles, learns among other things that biographies of women tend to 
include sections with titles like "Personal life" and "Family", while biographies of men are 
more likely to contain sections like "Career" and "Awards and Honors".

If this feature is widely adopted, it is likely to achieve its stated goals. However, it is also likely 
to result in the unintended consequence of reinforcing existing gender biases in the way 
women are represented on Wikipedia. And over time, the more the feature is used, the more 
biased Wikipedia becomes with respect to gender.



“articles about women tend to emphasize the fact that they are 
about a women (i.e., they contain words like ‘woman’, ‘female’ or 
‘lady’), while articles about men don’t contain words like ‘man’, 
‘masculine’ or ‘gentleman’.

“words like ‘married’, ‘divorced’, ‘children’ or ‘family’ are much more 
frequently used in articles about women… in the English Wikipedia an 
article about a notable person that mentions that the person is 
divorced is 4 times more likely to be about a woman rather than a 
man.”

Wagner, C., Graells-Garrido, E., Garcia, D., & Menczer, F. (2016). Women through the glass 
ceiling: gender asymmetries in Wikipedia. EPJ Data Science, 5(1), 5.

Unpacking scenario 1: Gender bias in Wikipedia

Here I should note that with respect to gender bias in biographies, we could probably predict 

that something like this could happen. The gender bias in biographies has been noted before 

in other features of articles, so it’s reasonable to expect it might show up in section headings. 

Before I close out the scenario I'd like to highlight a few considerations that make it more 

difficult, from a product perspective, to address issues like this one than it might initially 

seem.



Unpacking scenario 1: Challenges

● Impact evaluation: time scales and effect sizes

● Retrospective remediation: preserving value added and avoiding wasted work

● Prospective remediation: monitoring the outcomes of de-biasing efforts

● Transparency and trust: do we have a duty to report?

● Unknown unknowns: what other biases are we reinforcing?

One issue is related to evaluation. If the overall pace of new content development is slow 

enough, and the bias effect subtle enough, that it could take a long time to demonstrate an 

effect. Perhaps far longer than even a data-driven technology company is willing to keep a 

product in beta, pilot, or small-scale deployment.

Another issue is related to remediation. If the bias is uncovered long after the "damage" has 

been done, how do we undue the bias without also throwing out the valuable work 

performed by volunteer editors who are invested in the content they've created?

How should we go about de-biasing the model? And how do we know that the de-biasing is 

effective at addressing the problem, or whether that effort has caused additional unintended 

consequences of its own?

Finally, how do we identify unknown unknowns? In this particular case, we may be able to 

draw on previous research to develop methods for characterizing and quantifying the 

negative impact--assuming someone in the organization is aware of the literature and they 

have a voice in design discussions. But even if we are aware of the risk of reinforcing bias in a 

this particular subset of articles and have an idea of what to look for, how do we account for 

sources of bias that no one has even bothered to write a research paper about? 

English Wikipedia happens to have many such biases, due to the composition of the 

community of editors that write articles, which is primarily male, highly educated, and North 

American and Western European. Biases have also been identified in terms of how topics 

relevant to different cultures and geographies are presented (as well as what gets covered). 



We are aware of some of these biases, but we know there are likely many more we aren’t 

aware of, or that we don’t know how to measure.



Unpacking scenario 1: Trade-offs

● Prioritization: which potential sources of bias are most important?

● Benefit vs. harm:  when does a global improvement outweigh a local regression? 

The range of potential bias issues, and the risk of inadvertently making them worse with 

machine learning, highlights some important trade-offs. If we suspect that bias is endemic do 

we prioritize what potential sources of bias address first, or at all? We can expect that section 

headings will embed many other kinds of bias across different topics that we would view as 

problematic if we knew about them, but how do we prioritize which ones to focus on, and 

how do we know what to look for as a signal that bias is being propagated through use of this 

AI product?

Furthermore, how do we weigh the risks of increasing bias in some locales, with the 

opportunities that machine learning presents to improve the quality of articles across 

Wikipedia--even, potentially, articles where it also introduces bias? How do we weigh the risk 

of creating more bias in some sub-sets of articles, with the potential advantages of increasing 

new editor retention? FIXME How do we quantify the relevant advantages of this AI product 

on overall article growth and quality--including on biographical articles about women, which 

are disproportionately stubs after all--with the risk of perpetuating harmful societal 

stereotypes?



Product development priorities & tensions

● Product planning: Opportunities missed vs. bullets dodged

● Product development process: up-front costs vs. lifecycle costs

● Product evaluation: Direct impacts vs. second-order effects

● Organizational change: Switching costs vs. continuous improvement

The theme of trade-offs takes us to the final part of my talk today. The choices that 

Wikimedia, or any technology organization, makes when faced with trade-offs like these at 

the level of an individual product reflects important considerations about its product 

development process, and the nature of the organization itself. Such as whether the 

organization chooses to optimize for avoid missed opportunities vs. avoiding unintended 

negative consequences;  whether the organization is willing to incur tangible costs in terms of 

time spent planning, iterating, and testing products up front in order to avoid the potential 

cost of fixing or withdrawing problematic products down the line. Whether the organization 

chooses to prioritize measuring performance against direct and intended outcomes vs. 

unintended consequences and other second-order effects; and how it balances the value of 

opportunities for improvement that result from experimenting with new approaches to 

design and development with the switching costs that result from disrupting existing 

software development workflows.



Guiding questions redux

1. What steps can Wikimedia realistically take now, with our current resources?

2. What initial steps position Wikimedia to iterate, improve, and evolve?

3. Is product development at Wikimedia fundamentally goal-driven or values-driven? 

In balancing these tradeoffs and prioritization decisions with the original guiding question for 

this work "what would an MVP for ethical AI at Wikimedia look like?" I've come to three new 

guiding questions, which I've begun to use, along with the scenarios and process proposals, 

to begin discussions with our research scientists and product teams:

1. What process improvements can we implement now, given the personnel, priorities, 

products, and expertise we currently have?

2. Which initial improvements are most likely to be generative in themselves, and will 

help us continue to learn as we expand and scale our ethical AI efforts?

3. And finally, fundamentally, should our product development be more 

goal-driven--meaning we achieve the things we set of to achieve, or 

values-driven--meaning that the outcomes of our decisions align with and perpetuate 

the values that we claim to hold?
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Jonathan T. Morgan

Thank you!

meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Ethical_AI 

Project page: 
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Ethical_and_human-centered_AI 
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